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Price reduced for a limited time! What happened to Fenris after he fled Solantha? Find out in this

epic new trilogy following the events of Scorched by Magic from the Baine Chronicles...Fenris is no

stranger to picking up the pieces of his life and starting over. Three years ago, he was forced to flee

his life as Chief Mage of Nebara, and undergo a magical procedure that changed him into a shifter

and forever altered the course of his future.But even though adjusting to life as a shifter was hard,

Fenris had friends in Solantha. This time, to save his friends from being caught up in his own

troubles, he&apos;s fled to Abbsville, a small human town with less than one-thousand people. And

not a single ally to rely on.Or so he thinks.Not long after he arrives in town, Fenris finds himself

entangled with Mina--a beautiful veterinarian with a heart of gold, and secrets lurking behind her

gentle smile. Fenris knows he should stay away, but he has never been able to turn away when an

innocent is in trouble. And it doesn&apos;t take him very long to realize that Mina is in a whole world

of it.If Fenris and Mina want to keep their secrets intact, they are going to have to learn to trust each

other. But trust is a hard thing to give, especially when you&apos;ve spent your entire life

running...Don&apos;t miss the first book in this epic tale. Scroll up and grab your copy

today!IMPORTANT NOTE: This is a spinoff series following the events of SCORCHED BY MAGIC,

Book 7 in the Baine Chronicles series. While you are not required to have read the previous series

to enjoy this one, it is highly recommended that you do. Unlike the Baine Chronicles, which is written

from Sunaya&apos;s POV, this spinoff is written in dual first person POV-- in other words, from the

viewpoints of both Fenris and Mina. Sunaya&apos;s series contains foul language, violence, and

some adult situations, whereas Fenris&apos;s story has tamer language but much more romance.
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Fenris has bought a farm far away from Iannis and Sunyaya. He is trying to keep a low profile, but

he discovers that some of his friends have been mining gold illegally. He keeps them and others

they gave the gold to, from being caught by the Mage when he came to collect taxes. Then Fenris

discovers he has feelings for Mina, a mage masquerading as a human veterinarian. He assists her

with passing herself as an elderly Mage when some circumstances change. Read this book to

discover many more details about Fenris and his new town.

I really liked this book and am happy that Fenris gets his own series. I admit that i was surprised by

his choice in a his new home. I did not see him as that kind of person. But it grew on me and wasn't

much of an issue. The book read well and the characters are easy to imagine as is thier world. It is

interesting and a fun read. I already have my sister wanting to read it! Its a great start to Fenris story

and am eagerly waiting for the next release.

I just love this author. She is just an amazing writer and I'm never let down when I read one of her

books. This story is just as great as all her other books. Lots of adventure, tough moments,

romance, drama. Has everything and I love the characters. I like that there are two lead roles in this

series. Its a great branch off of the Baine Chronicles. Definite great read.

Such a fantastic read and great addition to the Baine Chronicles. I love that this story is an

continuation of the series but a standalone for one of my beloved characters. Ms Walt did a

phenomenal job of a moving a complex and intriguing character like Fenris to the fore front and

weaving what's assured to be an amazing story.



Fenris is on the run and hiding from a death sentence. He lands in a small community and tries to fit

in but being a handsome and apparently wealthy new neighbor makes that almost impossible. You'll

love how he tries to fix things only to have something else go wrong. Enjoy this new chapter in the

Baine Chronicles!!

So good. I like Mia. She is who Fenris needs. I can't wait to read the next one! Counting down the

days until the next one.

You may not enjoy this book quite as much if you haven't read her previous series, so I strongly

recommend that everyone who reads this book do so.

Jas did really good with this one, I could not stop reading once I started. I thoroughly recommend

this book.
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